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Àbst rac t

Àn investigation was carried out on AI-1"55Cu-"75M9 alloys,

to study the effect of thermomechanical treatments on its

mechanical properties" Solution treated and waterquenched

a11oys v¡ere prestrained by cold roIling, followed by

isothermal ageing for different periods. The amount of

prestrains used were A%, 50% and 75%; ageing temperatures

rrrere 130oC and '190oC. The tensile properties were related

to the microstructure of the alIoys. In the

thermomechanically treated aIloys, âs high as 69% increase

in yield strength has been observed over only solution

treated alloys. This increase is related to the formation

of the S'phase which heterogeneously nucleates on

dislocations. It was concluded that a uniform distribution

of S'precipitates, ce11-substructure and high density of

redundant dislocations leads to maximum strengthening.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

À1-Cu-Mg a1loys have been studied extensively because of

their ability to age harden and retain strength at

relatively high temperatures, Precipitation hardening work

on the AI-Cu-Mg aJ-Ioys, with Cu/Mg rat io close to 2, has

shown that ageing causes a significant increase in the

strength due to the formation of S'phase. However, detailed

studies on the precipitate-dislocation interaction and its

influence on the tensile properties are lacking in the

I i terature . Due to the heterogeneous precipitation of

S'phase on dislocations, these alloys have a potential to

further improve their mechanicai. propert ies by

Lhermomechanical treatment (TMT) " Interest in the

aluminium a11oys lies in the fact that it
TMT of

can be

incorporated into the existing fabrication and heat

treatment procedures with relatively sma1I increases in

fabrication cost" Thereforer âD A1-1 "5SCu-.75M9 was chosen

to study the effect of different amount of prestrains,

ageing temperature and ageing times on the tensile
properties. The microstructure of the specimens $¡as studied

by optical and transmission electron microscopes and v¡as

correlated with tensile properties" It is hoped that the

understanding of the structure and property relationship

1-
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s¡iIl help in Lhe development of aIloys v¡it.h furt.her improved

properties.



Chapter

LÏ TERATURE

ÏI

REVIEW

2"1 PRECIPTTATION IN SOLIDS

Theory of solid state precipitation has been discussed in

detail by Christian l1l and Martin and Doherty l2l" Hardy

and Heal l3l, KeIly and Nicholson [4] , Mondolfo [5], Lorimer

l6l and Shchegoleva l7l have dealt extensively with the

precipitation in aluminium alloys" Therefore only those

aspects that are relevant to the present work are discussed

here.

Free energy change involved in the formation of an embryo

of a new phase is given by

AG = Ag.+ V (Ag + AGJ .".(2"1)

where

chemical free energy change/volume

volume of embryo

surface area of embryo

surface energy/area

AG:

V:

AË

ot

AGs: strain energy/volume associated with embryo

At positive undercoolings, the chemical free energy

change of the system is negative while strain and surface

-3
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energy terms are positive. Figure 2.1 shows the variation
of volume and interfacial free energies with increase in

radius of an embryo. Às evident from this: âfl embryo of

critical size radius v* or more is thermodynamically stable

and is called a nucleus. At this critical size of embryo,

the free energy barrier for phase transformation is maximum,

the magnitude of which reduces with the lowering of surface

and strain energies.

The surface energy of

crystallographic matching

nucleus depends on its
th the matrix " Since a

a

wi

reduction in the interfacial energy lowers the activation
energy barrier of transformation, supersaturated solid
solution on ageing may first decompose into those metastable

phases which have a lower interfacial energy coherent

interfaces. Incoherent precipitates have the highest

interfacial energies and they are the last phases to
precipitate out.

The strain energy term arises from the fact that the

transformed volume normally wiIl not fit perfectly into the

space originally occupied by the matrix. The strain thus

caused is measured as misfit per unit volume of new phase.

Coherency of precipitate induces elastic strains in the

surrounding matrix. With the loss of coherency, strain
energy barrier is reduced and nucleaÈion becomes easier.
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The nucleation can be basically of two types: ( 1 )

Homogeneous and (2) Heterogeneous. Homogeneous nucleation

takes place in all parts of the system simultaneously i.e.
without the help of preexisting heterogenities in the matrix

lattice. Homogeneous nucleation faces a larger free energy

barrier than when the nucleation is heterogeneous. In a

supersaturated solid solution several Iattice defects are

present ; for example vacanc ies, interstials, dislocations,
stacking faults, twin boundaries and grain boundaries.

These defects have high average free energy, hence when a

nucleus is formed on them, a part of the defect is destroyed

and the barrier to nucleation is reduced" Rate of

heterogeneous nucleation has been calculated by Cahn t8l in

detail. Different factors which influence the nucleation

are discussed as foIlows.
(a) ouenched-in vacancies

Equilibrium concentration of vacanc ies increases

exponentially with the temperature of the material. When

the aIloy is quenched from solution treated temperature, a

high concentration of vacancies get trapped in and collapse

to form vacancy clusters, dislocation loops and helical

dislocations. These can act as heterogeneous nucleation

sites for precipitation and therefore their presence

increases the nucleation rate"



(b) Dislocations InLroduced þ¡1 Prior Deformation

Prec ipi tat ion on di slocat ions has been observed in

several alloy systems. Preference of precipitate formation

on dislocations rather than in the matrix is due to the

reduction of strain energy component of nucleation" The

strain f ields of dislocations accommodate the elastic

strains of the precipitates, which causes the lowering of

strain energy. The theor i t ical treatment of thi s

interaction has been done by Cahn [8] ' Lyubov and Solov'yev

[9], and Gomez-Ramirez and Pound t111.

Several- studies have shown enhanced nucleation rates due

to cold working prior to ageing. Several years ago Silcock

112) noted that deformation before ageing acceferates the

rate of formation of g'phase in A1-3"53Cu-0.48M9 a11oy"

WiIson and Patridge [13] showed the possibility of refining

S'phase in an AI-2.SCu-1 "ZMg aIloy by introducing

heterogeneous nucleation sites in the form of dislocations.

Similar results s¡ere obtained by Sen and West t14l in

AI-3"3Cu-1.6Mg aIIoy. Once the nucleus is formed, it grows

in the supersaturated medium. The limiting factor for the

growth of precipitates in solid solutions is the rate aL

which atoms are brought to or removed from the interface by

diffusion, and the rates at which they cross Èhe interface.

GeneraIIy, in the beginning when the diffusion distances are

sma11, the reaction is interface controlled. Later t

diffusion is likely to control the kinetics of growth.
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inMartin and Doherty

detail"
l2l have reviewed the work on growth

Fluctuations in concentration, structure and density lead

to a variation in precipitate size in any multiphase alloy

system. Differences in the chemical potential of these

particles, due to their different surface area to volume

ratio, set up a driving force for the interparticle

diffusion, which leads to coarsening of bigger particles at

the expense of smaller ones. This process is known as

Ostwald-Ripening" The rat,e controlling step depends on the

rate of diffusion of solutes from smaller to larger

particles, the rate of transfer of atoms across the

interface between smaller particles and matrix or between

Iarger particles and matrix,

For most of the systems investigated, the rate

controlling step has been found to be lattice diffusion"

The classical theories of particle coarsening by lattice

diffusion were developed independently by Lifshitz and

Slyozov t15l and wagner t161. Their theory, known as LS!{

theory, predicts that the average precipitate size (ÏJ is
proportional to one third exponent of time (t1,3), LSW

theory used Gibbs-Thompson law for a steady state

distribution to derive Èhe following coarsening rate:

-3 -3t;- ;-o = 8DøVmCqÍce)t/9nt ..ooo "(2.2)

ít= average particle radius at time t
where



?o = average particle radius at time 0

D = volume diffusion coefficient of the di f fusing

specles

o= specific surface free energy

interface
of the particle matrix

Vyn,= molar volume fraction of precipitates

C*(æ) = equilibrium solute content in the matrix

ft = gas constant

T = absolute temperature

This classical theory is developed assuming a very smaIl

volume fraction of particles and that the volume fraction of

particles and concentration gradients is time independent.

Most of the experimental observations show a broader

distribution function than that predicted by the LSW thoery"

the usual deviation from the LSW theory is based on the fact
that the system observed is not infinitely diluter of the

interface process is rate controlling. Furthermore, a

volume fraction dependence is observed due to faster

diffusional transfer among particles by virtue of finite
interparticle separations which is not predicted by the LSW

theory" Theories by Àsimov 1171, Hilbert [18], Sauthoff and

Kahlweit [19], ArdeIl l20l, Brailsford and wynblatt 1211,

Davies et al 122) and Tsumaraya and Miyata t23l account for

the finite particle separation" AIso , t.he modi f icat ions

made for the morphology of prec ipitates have given a

precipitate distribution which is closer to that actually
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observed. In general, for lattice diffusion controlled
coarsening processes, the (time) 1 3 relationsip is stitl
valid, but the overall coarsening rate gets modified,

Not many detailed investigations have been conducted to

study the coarsening behaviour of S'phase. À study by Sen

and West [14] showed that the coarsening of lath shaped

S'phase follows the LSW theory. Cho l24l also found similar
results and showed that the size distribution remains

uniform. For a better understanding

precipitates and the effect of prest

need of further work in this field.

of the coarsening of S'

rain on it, there is a

2"2 PRECIPITATION IN THE ÀL_CU-MG ALLOYS

In the lasÈ few decades several investigations have been

conducted to study the different phases that are formed by

the decomposition of supersaturated solid solutions of

ÀI-Cu-Mg alloy systems. It has been observed that the

decomposition process and the phases formed are sensitive to

the composition and heat treatment of the a1loy"

The À1-rich corner of the Àl-Cu-Mg equilibrium diagram is
shown in Figure 2"2" The isothermal section of the ternary

diagram shows that phases which may be in equilibrium with

À1-rich solid solutions are e, S, T and Mg2A13 The

composition and crystal structure of these phases are Iisted
in Table 2"1 "
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In the Al-Cu-Mg system Lhe formation of different phases

is governed by Cu/¡tg ratio, as shown in Figure 2"3. When

the Cu/¡ag ratio is 0.46, T' (ÀI6CuMg) precipitates f orm along

with S'(AI2CuMg) phase" An increase in cu/Mg to 2"2 results
in precipitation of only S'phase. A further increase in the

Cu/Mg ratio leads to the precipitation of O'(Cuelr) along

with s'(rable 2"2).

The Al-Cu-Mg alloys having a Cu/Mg ratio of 2.2 can be

considered as a pseudo-binary A1-AI zCuMg ( S ) system.

Bagaryatski l36l and Silcock [1 2] have reported the

following precipitation seguence due to the decomposition of

supersaturated solid solution (SSSS) of the pseudo-binary

ai loy .

SSSS _ GPB zones _ S' '+S' _ S'+S _ S

The structures of these different phases are shown in Figure

2.4 and they are discussed next.
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TÀBLE 2"1

Phases present at the aluminium corner of AI-Cu-Mg
equilibrium diagram (Isotherm 430oc) 126l

Phases Composition Crystal Structure

T
S
e
ß

A1 oCuMg ¿

CuMgÀ1 2

CuAI z
Mg zÀ1g

cubic
orthohombic

bct
cubic
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Summary of published in
of high puri

TÀBLE 2,2

formation on
ty ternary À1

the ageing characteristics
-Cu-Mg aIloys

À1loy Composition (wt%) Phases reported after
ageing at temP.T

S.
No.

Cu Mg culMg
Ratio

Phases T( "C) Ref
Nos

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11
12

0.96
2.00
2"70
3.30
1 "29
3.15
2 " 00
3 " 00
2.50
3"53
1 "71
3 " 30

2"10
1.10
1 " 36
1.58
0,69
1 "520.9
1"15
0"50
0.48
0 " 33
0 "27

0 " 46
1 "82
1.98
2 "08
2 "202.20
2 "20
2 .61
5 " 00
7.00
7.00
12 "22

S' + e'
St + et
S' + e'
s' + e'

S+T
S
S

s'
S'
S'
s'
st

200
200
325
190
190
190
200

180-240
190
190
190
230

27
27
28
29
12
12
30

31r32r33
34
12
12
35

GPB zones.

GpB zones are the clusters of ÀI, cu and Mg atoms.

silcock [12], Alekseyev et aI 1371, Gerold and Haberkorn

t38l and Shchegoleva and Buynov t33l have proposed different

models of the GPB zones crystal structure, but as yet no

unambiguous structure has been accepted " RecentIy,

Takahashi and Sato t39l found distinction between GPB (r)

and GPB (lf) zones in terms of their atomic arrangements'

Most of the investigations found these zones to be rod

shaped and are seen lying in <100> matrix direction (nigure

2"4) "
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The s'phase has an orthorhombic crystar structure
Z.q) . Srudies by Bagaryarski t36l and Silcock I

reveared the foJ-rowing orientation rerationship of
the matrix:

(nigure

12) have

S' with

t100Ll lt100h; t010lsl ltozrlo"; t001lsl ltorãl^"

wi lson and patridge [ 1 3] , on the basis of erectron
di ffraction anarysis, determined the rattice parameters of s,
to be a = 9-04 Å, b - g-zs Â and c ='Ì.1g Å. They arso
found that in the Àr-2.S%cu-1.2%r4g arroy s, nucreates on
dislocations and has a rath shape. the raLhs rie in t210]
pLanes and grow in <00 1 > di rect ions (f.igure 2. 5 ) .
Precipitate sheets were formed at disrocations by the growth
into contact of those t21O] Laths which have comrnon <001>

direction, resurting in the formation of corrugated sheets
on i110Ìc Veitz and poLmear [25J also noted the lath shaped
S'phase in Àl-( j .5-2.5)%Cu-(0.5-4)%Mg aIloys.

I n a very recent study by Gupta et aI t40l on
Al--1 ' 53cu-"7SMg, the shape of s' precipitates was reported
to be rod like and they were obser.¿ed to be oriented in
<'100> direction " They explained that due to a lower soLute
content of. their arroys, rods were formed and not rathsr âs
reported by earLier workers.

S Phase

Perlitz and Westgren IAt 1 have establist¡ed the crystal
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Figure 2.4: Formation of s phase from supersaturated solidsolution. (a) the relative orientation ðr the precipitatewith respect to rhe matrix; (b) At sol.id soJ.ution; (;i cpBzones; (d) S' phasei (e) S phase t5l
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strucLure of S phase
o

4"00 A, b = 9,23

19

as face centered orthorhombic with a =
èÔ
A and c = 7 "14 A. Thus the crystal

structures of both S' and S are orthorhombic and their

lattice parameters are close to each other, which makes a

definite distinction between two phases difficult. Silcock

112) found distinction between these Lwo phases very slight

and somewhat arbiLrary" However, later on Wilson and

Patridge t13l reported that the two phases differ very

slightly in their lattice parameters. Gupta et al [40] have

recently proposed that S' is only a strained version of the

equi libr ium S phase " They suggested that on loosing

coherency, S' phase relaxes to the S phase.

2.3 PRECIPITATION STRENGTHENING

The ageing of a supersaturated solid solution can produce,

depending upon the time and temperature of ageing, a fine

distribution of precipitate particles" These particles act

as obstacles for moving dislocations and thus strengthen the

material" The phenomenon of precipitation strengthening was

first recognised early in this century and vast advancements

have been made since then. The mechanism of precipitation

hardening has been reviewed by several authors, while the

most classic treatise are given by KeIIy and Nicholson [4] ,

Brown and Ham l42l and Ardell l¿¡l,

Second phase particles can increase the strength of an

a1loy by one of the two vtays. The particles may act as
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impenetrable barriers to dislocat.ions and force them to bow

out and by pass them follovring the Orowan mechanism l44l "

Àlternatively, the second phase particles may be cut or

sheared by the glide dislocations at stresses below the

Orowan stress " Under these conditions the strengthening

effect of the particl-es is due to the additional work

required to make the dislocation cut the particle. In

either case the theoritical treatments of second phase

particle strengthening are based on the following model "AS
gl ideshown in Figure 2 "6, under the apPlied stress

dislocation attempting to bow out between the particles, and

t.he angle o between two arms of the di slocat ion i s

determined by the strength of the particle. When this angle

reaches a critical value, the dislocation breaks avlay from

the particle, Àt this critical point, Lhe obstacle strength

F is related to the dislocation line tension T by the

following equation

F = 2T Cos (ø/2) (2 "3)

t{hen breaking angle ø = 0, the particle behaves as an

impenetrab1eobstac1e(orowanhardening)"Forø>
particle can be sheared by the glide dislocation with the

required shear force equal to F" The shear stress ,¡

required to cause the dislocation to break away from the

particle is given by

rbl, = !'

or r = F/bL = 2T Cos(ø/2)/bL o.,e oooeoo. (2.4)



)1

DisLocation held up at
bowing angle.

Figure 2.6: obstacles. is the
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r¡here L is the effective spacing between the particles and b

is the burgers vector. A number of definitions of L are

possible and its exact value has been a subject. of

considerable discussion in the Iiterature l45l , 1461, l47l

and [48]. When the particle size is not negligible compared

to centre to centre separation, one must consider the

surface-to-surface mean planar separation of the particles,

which makes effective interparticle separation as L-Zr, ?

where r, is the mean radius of intersection of a random plane

with a spherical particle of radius R.

In the understanding of the age hardening mechanism, the

statistics of dislocation - precipitate plays an important

role. The problem of dislocation particle can be

subdivided into several categories, depending upon whether

the obstacles can be considered as point obstacles or finite

in size, localised or diffused in nature. For many alloys

of practical interest, where the concentration of

precipitate particles is sma1l (e.g. aluminium based

alloys), point obstacle theory can be used. Friedel 1491,

utilising this fact, derived the effective interparticle

spacing, which is widely used in the strengthening equation.

Different strengthening mechanisms of precipitation

hardenable alloys are discussed as foIlows"
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STRENGTHENING OF TWO_PHASE ÀLLOYS: DEFORMÀBLE PARTI CLES

I n the case of part ic les that are cut by gI ide

dislocations (ø>0), the shearing force F is influenced by

the following factors,
(a) Elastic coherency strains surrounding a coherent

particle: coherency hardening

(b) The energy necessary to create additional particle

matrix interface when the particle is sheared by

dislocation: surface hardening

(c) The additional work required to create an antiphase

boundary in the case of internally ordered particles: order

ha rden i ng

(d) Differences between the stacking fault energy of

particle and matrix when these are either both fcc or both

hcp: stacking fault hardening

(e) Differences between the elastic moduli of matrix and

particle: modulus hardening

(a) coHERENcY HÀRDENING

Several models have evolved t.or the estimation of stress

needed to shear coherent particles. Mott and Nabarro [50]

made the very first estimate of strengthening due to

coherency strains" They obtained the flow stress of the

matrix with spherical particles in it by taking the product

of shear strain in the matrix and shear modulus of the

crystal. Gerolds and Haberkorn [51] considered the stress
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f ietd of the particle on interaction with a long and

straighL dislocation" Gleiter [52] calculat.ed the effect of

coherency strains on the strength of two phase alloys

assuming t.he flexibility of. dislocation lines and the

averaging procedure for obstacle distribution to arrive at

results differing only by a numerical factor from that of

Gerold and Haberkorn" oblak [53, 54] on the other hand,

produced a model based on the interaction energy of the

dislocations and the particles" It has been observed that

the problem of calculating hardening due to coherency

becomes more complex when the particles are big and strong

enough to bend the dislocations, Àpplication of these

models to the experimental data has mostly shown large

discrepencies and does not produce satisfactory estimates of

the underageC, peakaged and overaged particles.

(b) SURFACE HARDENING

The surface hardening mechanism was originally dealt with

by Kelly and Fine t55l and then updated by Brown and Ham

l42l for consistency with Friedel statistics. Their theory

predicts an inverse dependence of shear stress on the

particle size. Harkness and Hren t56l formulated an

alternative theory to explain their data on aged binary

Al-Zn alloys, which shows an increase in shear stress with

increaing particle size. As pointed by ArdeII [43], since

the magnitude of the strengthening effect predicted under

such circumstances is rather large compared to what is



observed exper imentally,

mechanism does not contri

of aged alloys.

(c ) oRDER-srRENcrHENrNG
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it seems safe to conclude that this

bute significantly to t.he strength

Order strengthening is due to the additional work

required to create an antiphase boundary in the case of a

dislocat.ion passing through prec ipitates which have an

ordered lattice. The first quantitative theory of order

hardening v¡as produced by Gleiter and Hornbogen lSl1, who

showed that

r = (o 

^oe/zb) 
l(qo^pts R{ /r) tlz f l (2"51)

where øqpB is antiphase boundary energy, T is the

distocation line tension, t i" particle size and f is volume

fraction of particles.

The above expression has gone through several

modifications [59, 60, 61, 62, 631 " The models of order

hardening are extensively applied on Ni based superalloys

and stainless steels, where the strengthening is primarily

caused by ordered 7' precipitates. Raynor and Silcock [58]

treated antiphase boundary energy as the only resistance to

dislocation movement and suggested the following expression

for the shear stress particle size relationship

r = Aodzf rr2Rf tlzgr.¡t)z-to/2b ."e"52)

whereAisaconstant.
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(d) STÀCKING FÀULT STRENGTHENING

l{hen the stacking faulL energies of the precipitate and

matrix phases differ, the motion of dislocations will be

impeded because the separtion of the partial dislocations
varies depending upon the phase in which the dislocations
reside. Hirsch and Ketly l64l first estimated the shear

stress for various configurations of particle size, ribbon

width and stacking fault energies of matrix and

precipitates" Gerold and Hartmann [65] have derived formula

based on Friedel statistics and demonstrated that the theory

fitted with their data of À1-Ag alloy"

(e) MoDULUS HARDENTNG

Modulus hardening has been one of the more difficult
strengthening mechanisms to deal with theoritically" There

are two interaction regimes, depending upon whether the

dislocation is inside or outside the particle. When a

dislocation penetrates the particle, the force of

interaction increases" The shear stress has been estimated

by weeks et al [66] , Knowles and Kelly 1671, Melander and

Persson t68l and Nembach t69l using the equations of

interaction energy. Russell and Brown [70] used a different
approach to estimaLe modulus hardening for spherical
particles" They consider the refraction of dislocation

between the two media of different elastic constants, to

predict maximum strength at very small particle sizes.
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There are no experimental data ideally suited to test the

proposed theories but there is mounting evidence that
modulus hardening may be an important mechanism in several

overaged a1loy systems.

NON DEFORMÀBLE PÀRTICLES

À11 the particle

suggestion that as the

size, the di slocat ions

l44J derived the shear

pass isolated pair of

The increment in flow

consideration of the

dislocation can be bent

cutting models concur with the

precipitates grow beyond a critical
may by-pass them by bowing" Orowan

stress needed for a dislocation to by

impenetrable particles (rigure 2"7) "

stress Ar due to bowing is given by

radius of

by an applieo

curvature to which a

stress.

(2"6)

where L is
line tension

Ar b = zT/L

interparticle spacing

of dislocations.
of obstacles and T is the

Using a constant line tension approximation the Orowan

stress is expressed in a more simplistic form

r = Gb/L (2"7)

where G is the shear modulus of the matrix. This equation

has since then undergone several modifications" Equation

2"7 has been modified by Ashby 171-731 allowing for the

mutual interaction of the two arms of a dislocation on
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either side of the part.icle. For

and dislocation core radius Fo r

expressions for Orowan stress.
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a particle radius of r

he obtained following

redge

fSCfew =

= (1/2r) (cb/'¡.) ( lnzr, /ro )

(1/2r(1-v) (cu/r) (rnzr, /r0)

(2.8)

(2 "e)

here z is the Poisson's ratio"

In reality, all the particles do not have the same

spacing, and a distribution of particle spacings exist"

Kocks [74] suggests a statistical factor of 0"85 in a random

arrangement of particles, when the angle ø between the two

arms of dislocations is zero.

The combination [45, 71-73,

a set of spherical Particles
version of Orowan equation

Bacon, Kocks and Scattergood

self interaction of dislocat

Orowan stress " A further

hardening mechanism is the

elongated plate or rod shaPed

l76l shows that the elongaLed

strengtheners than sPherical

of several modifications for

radius R, gave the following

(2.11)

[75] have also included the

ion in the modifications of

modification of the Orowan

extension of the theory to

particles" À study bY KellY

particles are more effective
particles. His calculations

741

of

r = (o.s3Gb/2r¡¡;) i (rn (2r, /ro) / G-zrs ) Ì
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have shown that t.hin pIaLes can exert a strengthening

influence upto 3 Limes and the rods 1"75 times greater than

the same number of spherical particles of equivalent volume"

Thus it is seen that a great deal of work has been done

towards the understanding of the strengthening mechanisms.

The review by Ardell [43] has shown t.hat when the

microstructure of an age hardened alloy closely approximates

the model serving as the basis of a theory, the agreement

between the theory and experiment is good" Unlike order and

stacking-fault strengthening, the modulus and coherent

strengthening are not very clearly understood. The main

difficulty is apparently the ideal alloy system for testing
either of these theories. Furthermore, in practice there is
always more than one strengthening mechanisms operative.

The superposition of two or more deformation mechanisms has

been dealt with 142, 77-801, but stilt has not reached the

stage of a clear understanding. The problem of

precipitation hardening gets more complex because of the

distr ibut ion of part icle sizes after coarsening "
ïn

conclusion, appropriate superposition rule in aIloys

containing obstacles of different strengths needs more

conclusive experiments to estabÌish the models of

strengthening "
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)¿, EFFECT OF
PROPERTIES

PRECIPITATION ON HARDNESS AND TENSILE

Variation of yield stress with the increase in precipitate

size for an age hardenable aIIoy has been summarized by

Kelly and ¡¡icholson l4l in Figure 2.8 
"

The left part of the curve shows the variation of yield
stress when the particles are deformable and sheared by

glide dislocations" When the particles are larger âs on the

right hand part of the curve, the stress (ro) required for
glide dislocations to by pass particles is smaller than that

of shearing them and they are forced between the particles.
This is the Orowan stressr âs represented by the dotted

curve in Figure 2.8" It has been observed that the change of

mechanism from shearing to by-pass is not abrupt and there

is a range of particle size where both the mechanisms are

operative simultaneously. This usually occurs at the peak

strength of an age hardenable a11oy.

Though the tensile test
changes taking place dur

available in that form,

tests has frequently mot

strength on a hardness basi

is a sensitive

ing ageing, not

The convenience

ivated workers

S.

measure of the

much data is

of the hardness

to explain the

YieId strength versus age

changes in different transit
influences of their size and di

ing time curves depict the

ion phases formed and the

stribution of these phases on
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the mechanical properties of the a11oy, Bagaryatski t36l

related the peak of hardness ageing curve in the

pseudo-binary À1-Cu-Mg alloy to the formation of S'phase.

Silcock l12l in her single crystal study on À1-3.15Cu-1.5M9,

related the shape of hardness ageing curves shown in Figure

2"9 to various precipitating phases.

Inadequate information is available on the tensile
properties for the pseudo-binary À1-Cu-Mg aIloys. Robinson

and Hunter 181l studied the effect of solute content on a

series of Àl-Cu-Mg alIoys aged at room temperature for 4

days (r'igure 2.10)" Hardy t83l observed the effect of

solute contents on the quenched, flat and peak hardness

values of alloy with a Cu/Mg ratio of 2"2:1 (rigure 2"11)"

Wilson et a1 l84l found that ageing at 1 90oC for

À1-2.5Cu-1 "2149 alloy improves Lhe mechanical properties

dramatically" The first peak he observed was attributed to

GPB zones after 90 minutes of ageing and it resulted in a

14A% increase in 0"2% yield strength" Àfter 12 hours when

the first peak diminished, a higher peak appeared in the

ageing curve. This peak vras attributed to the main

strengthening phase S' and represented a 200% increase in

0 "2% yield strength"
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2.5 SUBSTRUCTURE STREGTHENING

The contribution of substrucLure strengthening to the

strength of materials has been recognised in the past.

Cornbined vrith the other strengthening mechanisms, this plays

a very important role in achieving high strengths in

commercial materials"

SubstrucLure strengthening has been widely studied and

reviewed" In the first part of this section a brief review

is made of the substructures formed due to deformation

relevant to the present study. It is followed by the second

part which deals with the mechanical properties of the

substructures " Interactions of the substructures with

precipitates and sofute atoms is

section"

presented in the next

2"5.1 Substructure Evolution

Cold working of material initially introduces a homogeneous

di stribut ion of di slocat ions " This uni formly dense

dislocation distribution is thermodynamically unstable

because of the high elastic energy of the system" The

energy of the system can be reduced by annhilation of

dislocations of opposite signs and clustering of

dislocations. In a cold worked material usually a low

temperature annealing provides sufficient thermal energy to

the dislocations for rearranging as clusters that leads to
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recovery, while a high temperature annealing gives rise to

new grains with only a very few defects in them, thus

recrystallising the material" During the recovery process

dislocations accumulate as tangles, which form the

boundaries of nearly perfect regions' called ce11s. On

isothermal recovery of these rough ceII structures a gradual

sharpening of cell walIs takes place to eventually produce a

perfect dislocation neLwork. In Figure 2"12 Mcqueen t85l

has shown these different stages of recovery after tensil-e

deformations. It is conventional to refer to substructures

produced at low homogeneous temperature aS 'ceIlS' and those

at higher temperatureS or Iong annealing times as

"subgrains". Cell walls have a tangled dislocation

structure, comPared to

subgrains.

the narrovr, weII defined walls of

The nature of substructure formed by deformation depends

on the stacking fault energy, amount of deformation,

temperature of Ceformation and strain rate. High stacking

fault energy materials recover very rapidly. In these

materials, due to the unextended nature of dislocations,

cross slip is easy to take ptace and dislocations arrange

themselves to produce low energy configuration State.

High-stacking fault energy maLerials after cold working have

shown recovery at room temperature itself (McEIroy and

Szkopiak, [86] ),
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An increase in the amount of deformation
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first reduces

the ceIÌ-size and which then reaches a consLant vaIue.

Figure 2"13 shows variation or cell size in pure aluminium

with strain. Kelly [87] found that the ceII size reaches a

limiting value (nearly 2"8 p) after 15% tensile deformation.

Swann l87l showed that cold rolling of pure aluminium

produces smaller cells (figure 2.13). CoId rolling has also

produced higher density of dislocation within the cells than

when the aluminium r^ras pulled under tension. Increase in

strain has been found to increase angular misorientation of

the cells [88] "

On prolonged isothermal annealing, di slocat i ons

continuously annhilate themselves. Figure 2"14 shows the

reduction in dislocation density in the cel1 walls after
annealing a 16% deformed a-iron" Deformation at higher

temperature causes the material to recover simultaneously, a

process which is caIIed 'dynamic recovery'. There are

qualitative differences between the substructure formed in

creep, in hot work at high strain rates, or at low

temperatures" Generally the largest units develop in creep,

and have relatively narrowr pêrfect walls of substantial
misorientation. Medium size substructures deveJ-op at Iow

temperat.ure, like the f ine unit.s produced by rapid hot work,

tend to contain wider walls with appreciable redundant

dislocations and exhibit smaller misorientations [89-91].

Cold rolling, as pointed out before, leads to substructure
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inside the ceIIs.

high density of redundant
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di slocat i ons

2.5.2 Effect of Substructure on Mechanical Properties

The presence of dislocations affects the mechanicai

properties of metals. À high density of uniformly

distributed dislocations enhances the strength and thus

causes strain hardening of the material. On recovery '
material- softening takes place. Staker and HoIt t89l

measured the density of dislocations in ceII walls and found

the relationship

r = acbfi (2"12)

where r is the shear flow stress, s, is a constant of the

order of 0.5, G is shear modulusr b is burgers vector and p

is dislocation density in the ceII waII. It is a well

established relationship, proven and tested by other workers

as well. There is apprec iable evidence (t*tcelroy and

Szkiopak, [86] ) that the strength of substructures is

independent of misorientation. Estimation of flow stress in

most of the studies consists of measurement of the size of

substructure formed and making use of the HaIl-Petch

relat ionship

-Ìnor = oo + k"tï"
(2 "13)
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where o¡is the flow stress, oo is friction stress, ks is a

constant related to substructure boundary strength, exponenL

m is a constant and t is the substructure's diameter. This

relationship, originally proposed to account for the

grain-size dependence of yield stress is applied for

subst ruc ture strengthening due to the similiar
characteristics of the two" The most commonly reported

value of m for substructure strengthening is 1/2" Values

other than 1/2 have also been reported by several authors"

A confusion that exists in assigning one fíxed value to m is
mainly because it also depends on the choice of oo McElroy

and Szkopiak [86] have shown a good correlation between the

data obtained from deformed and recovered materials and

showed the value of m to be 1/2"

Several ínvestigations have shown that prestraining and

recovery Ieads to significant improvements in the tensile
properties of steel, aluminium and nickel and its alloys.
Some workers l9Z, 931 have shown that in aluminium

substructure hardening is of the same order of magnitude as

that due to grain boundaries. This is also true for copper,

in which substructure hardening is more effective by a

factor of two"

Besides the strengthening caused by the walls of

substructures, redundant dislocations also effect the

strength. Redundant dislocations arise in the structure

because of insufficient ageing time or too low annealing
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temperatures. These redundant dislocations modify the net

Iong range stress field of subboundaries, which in Lurn

conEributes to the strength of the material. McElroy and

Szkopiak [86] also noted the role of redundant dislocations

in the cold-worked substructure obtained by Embury et aI

[94]. These results illustrate the appreciable contribution
of fine substructure and redundant dislocations existing
within the grains to the overall strength of the mat.er iaI"
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2"6 THERMOMECHÀNICAL TREÀTMENT

Thermomechanical treatment (tut), in the broadest sense, is

defined to include a combination of thermal and deformation

processes that gives rise to interactive microstructural

features " Tn recent years TMI' has been applied to

precipitation hardenable aIloys and has shown a great

potential for achieving improved mechanical properties.

Many researchers have shown that TMT offers the possibility

of enhancing the strength of aluminium based alIoys, without

decreasing their ductility severely" Here TMT comprises

plastic deformation and precipitation. The properties of

the thermomechnically treated alloys depend on the

substructures formed and the morphology of precipitating
phase. In such a case Lhe dislocations that are produced

during TMT interact v¡ith the solutes and precipitates"

AIso, the precipitation is influenced by the dislocation
substructure formed by plastic deformation.

When a supersaturated a1loy is deformed and then aged,

the precipitation takes place on these dislocations
producing a fine precipitate distribution" In the presence

of defects, diffusion rates may also be increased which may

result in enhanced precipitation rates. Precipitation on

dislocations leads to stabilisation of the substructure, and

hence produces a stronger strengthening effect from uniform

substructures as weIl as refined precipitates. Koster 196]

showed Lhe conditions to achieve maximum strengthening using
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the idea that at the annealing temperLure raLe of

precipitation should exceed the rate of recovery" Maximum

sLrengthening is obtained when the contributions from both

the strengthening mechanisms are maximized.

Several studies have shown that significant improvements

can be made in strength 197-1001, fatigue resistance

IlOl-103], fracture-toughness and high temperature stability
of 2000 and 7000 series aluminium aIloys by utilising TMT.

ÐiRusso et a1 l97l in their investigations of several 7000

series alloys have shown that a significant increase in

strength is possible v¡iLhout sacrificing ductility by a

suitable combination of thermomechanical processes. Similar

results have recently shown in 2000, 4000 and 6000 series

aluminium a1Ioys, illustrating that a choice of different
heat treatments in TMT is very important and TMT has high

potential of producing improved tensile properties

lloz-1 081 .

Tavassoli [1 04] studied the behaviour of

aluminium alloys after deformation and ageing.

several

He found

that heterogeneous nucleation of S'phase displays an

increase in maximum strength. In another study by

Chaturvedi et aI [108] on the TMT of 2036 aluminium aI]oy,
it was shown that it is the combined effect of uniform

distribution of dislocations and heterogeneously nucleated

e' phase which increased the strength of the material, À

recent study by Sugamata et aI 11091 on a few AI-Cu-Mg
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of TMT in improving Lhe strength

by a combination of fine S'

substructure.

potential

alloys

slocat i on

SCOPE OF THE WORK

The review presented here shows that precipitation
hardening is a common mode of enhancing the tensile
properties of age hardenable alurninium aIloys. Studies on

several aluminium alloys have also shown the possibility of

further improving their mechanical properties by

thermomechanical treatment .

Keeping this in view an A1-1"55Cu-"75M9 was chosen to
determine if a similar improvement can be made using TMT"

Its precipitation behaviour has been studied earlier by

Gupta [1 1 0] . In the present study the effect of

precipitation on mechanical properties was studied. À

similar alloy, grain refined by the addition of .099% ZÊ,

.001% Zn and "001% Ti, was used to investigate the effect of

thermomechanical treatment" The purpose of the present

study was to investigate possibility of improving the

strength of the alloy by thermomechanical treatment, without

sacrificing the ductility. The TMT in this work consisted

of 50% and 75% deformation by cold rolling prior to ageing

at 130oC and 190oC. The mechanical properties were related

to the structure of alloy and an attempt vras made to

estimate the individual contributions of substructure

strengthening and precipitation hardening"



EXPERIMENTÀL

Chapter I I I

TECHNT QUES AND PROCEDURE

3"'1 MÀTERIALS AND PROCESSING

Two as-cast ingots, of a-lloys A and B with A1-1 "5%Cu-0"75%Mg

composition, were supplied by Àluminium Company of Canada.

Alloy B was grain ref ined by 0"099% Zr, 0.001% Ti and 0.001%

Zn" The ingots $rere homogenised at 505oC for 70 hours. The

surfaces of homogenised sLrips v¡ere cleaned using abrasive

papers 
" Str ips of 2 "7 cm thickness v¡ere cut and given

nearly 55% reduction in thickness by hot rolling on a Stanat

316 rolling machine in several passes. The rolls were

heated to 150oC and after each pass the strip was annealed

at 505"C for 10 minutes, Each sLrip was homogenised at

505"C for 48 hours. Strips of alloy À were cold rolled in

several passes to obtain 1 "5 mm thickness" These strips
were solution treated at 460oC for 10 minutes and water

quenched to room temperature. Al1oy A was further aged and

tested to study the effect of ageing on mechanical and

structural properties. Strips of a1loy B on the other hand

were cold rolled to a thickness of 4.8 mn and 3.0 mm" These

strips were solution treated at 460oC for 10 minutes, water

quenched to room temperature, immediately followed by cold

rolling of strips and then room temperature aged for 48

49
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nghours" ÀIloy B was used to study the effect of prestrainÍ

and ageing on the mechanical and structural properties.

3.2 PREPÀRATION OF TENSILE SPECIMENS

50% and 75% deformation, were given to 3.0 mm and

thick strips respectively by cold rolling. The

specimens h¡ere then cut from these strips paralIeI
rolling direction with gauge length and v¡idth of 2.

0.5 cm respectively. A numerically controlled
machine was used to machine the tensile specimens

tensile specimens vlere kept at room temperature for

bef ore they vlere art i f ic ially aged at 1 30 oC and 1

various lengths of time. For ageing at 130oC and 1

oil bath and an air furnace vrere used, respectively

the ageing temperatures were stable within !2"C"

4"8 mm

tens i 1e

to the

0 cm and

milling
. The

48 hours

90 oC for
90 oC, an

, where

3"3 TENSILE TESTING

Tensile tests r{ere carried out at room temperature. The

specimens were tested until fracture in an Instron testing
machine at a strain rate of 8"33 x 10'4sec-1.

3"4 OPTICAL MTCROSCOPY

The alloy specimens r,¡ere mechanically

with ditute Keller's etchant (1%ar, 1

95"0%H20). Specimens were optically
Epihot optical microscope. Grain size

using the ASTM intercept method in a

analyser

polished and etched

,s%HCt , 2" S%HNOg and

examined by Nikon

measurement hras done

Lietz Tas Plus image
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3.5 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

To prepare thin foils for elecLron microscopy, the grip
portion of tensile specimens vras mechanically porished on

different grades of SiC papers to -0"2 mm thickness" 3 mm

diameter discs were punched out and thinned v¡ith a Tenupol

jet electropolishing unit. The el,ectrolyte used was 5%

perchloric and in methanol, cooled to -60oC. The specimens

were electropolished at 12"5V using a currenL density of

18-20 mA/rnm2 " On the f ormation of a hole in the f oil, it
was taken out and v¡ashed in ethanol and methanol.

Electron microscopy of the thin foils was done on

PhilIips-300 and JEOL-2O00 Transmission electron
microscopes. CeIl and precipitate size measurements were

made from the electron micrographs using Leitz Tas Plus

image analyser.



Chapter IV

RESULTS ÀND DISCUSSION

The present study involved a study of the mechanical

properties and microstructures of thermomechanically treated

A1-Mg-Cu alloy" The mechanical properties $¡ere tested in

tension and the effect of ageing temperature, time and

amount of prestrain on yield strength (0 "2% offset ) ,

ultimate tensile strength and ductility was observed. The

emphasis is placed on the 0"2% yield strength values due to

its sensitivity to the starting structure of the tensile
spec lmens " To investigate Lhe microstructural changes

during different heat treatments, optical and transmission

electron microscopy e¡ere done and then the mechanical

propert ies were correlated to the microstructures. À

comparison was made between the thermomechanicalty treated

aIloy and only solution treated-aged aIloy. The 50%

prestrained alloy is studied in a greater detail and similar
effects could be speculated for 75% prestrain. EventualIy,

an effort was made to find the effective contribution of

precipitation and substructure strengthening to the total
strength of the thermomechanically treated aIloy"

52
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4"1 EFFECT OF THERMOMECHNICÀL
PROPERTI ES

TREÀTMENT ON MECHANI CAL

The tensile specimens which were

prestrain were aged at 130oC and 1

time of 1000 hours. Figure 4"1 to
yield strength, ultimate tensile
variation of the alIoy, after
presLrains with ageing time.

given 0%, 50% and 75%

90oC for a maximum ageing

4.5 show the 0"2% offset
strength and ductility
di fferent amounts of

4 "1 "1 Aqed Allovs

On ageing at 190oC and 130"C a single age hardening peak is
observed (rigure 4"1 and 4"2). There is a marked increase

in strength over the solution treated state as a result of

ageing. The solution treated a1loy had a yield strength of

46 MPa, which increased to -166 MPa (an increase of -260%)

after 48 hours of room temperature ageing" Solution treated

strength of an alloy has been found to have a strong

dependence upon its solute content" wilson et aI t84l also

noted a significant increase in the strength of solution
treated al1oys after room temperature ageing"

Ageing at 130oC (nigure 4"2) did not show any significant
change in yield stress upto ageing times of 300 hours.

However, beyond 300 hours, there is a gradual increase in

the yield strength upto a value of -220 MPa after 1 000 hours

of ageing. This represents a 33% increase in yield strength

over the solution treated and room temperature stabilised
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a1loy" When the alloys were aged at 190oC the yield

strength at first decreased from -165 MPa to -130 ¡¿pa after
one hour of ageing, thereafter it increased to a peak value

of -225 MPa after an ageing time of 12 hours" The yield
strength gradually falls down after 24 hours of ageing to a

value of -185MPa.

The nature of these ageing curves are found to be

consistent with the hardness values reported by many

investigators on similar a11oys under the same ageing

conditions (Hardy [3] , Silcock 1121, Sen and West 1141,

Veitz and Polmear [25] and WiIson et al l84l ).

The ultimate tensile strength shows a 40% increase (from

-177 MPa in the quenched alloy to a -248 MPa on ageing at

roorn temperature for 48 hours). The peak tensile strengths

due to ageing at 130oC and 190oC vrere similar and

corresponded to a 50% increase. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 also

shor,¡ the ductitity variation of the undeformed aIloy
measured as percentage uniform elongation, against ageing

time at 130oC and 190oC respectively. Room temperature

ageing for 48 hours reduced the ductility drastically from

45% Lo 23%" The increase in strength (nigure 4"1 and 4.2)

corresponds Lo a loss in ductility. The minimum value of

ductitity obtained are nearly 8% and 11% for ageing at 130oC

and 190oC. On the other hand in the prestrained alloyr oD

ageing, in spite of an increase in strenglh ductility
remains constant as described in the next section.
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4"1.2 Thermomechnicallv Treated A1 loys

Ageing behaviour of t.he al1oy subjected to 50% and 75%

For the

ion with

shown in

prestrain is shown in Figures 4.3 , 4.4 and 4.5.

purpose of comparison, the yield strength variat
different ageing and thermomechanical treatments is
Figure 4 "6 "

The yield strengths of 50% and 75% prestrained specimens

were observed to be 310 and 335 MPa respectively" Àgeing of

these alloys initially results in a decrease in strength"

The decrease is larger in specimens aged at higher ageing

temperatures" On continued ageing the strength goes through

a maxima. The time required to reach peak strength

decreases with increasing prestrain. Similar trends are

also observed with an increase in ageing temperature.

The 50% prestrained material aged at 130oC (rigure 4"4)

exhibits a constant yield strength of 290 MPa upto 30 hours

of ageing. Thereafter it starts to increase to reach a peak

value of -373 MPa on ageing for 240 hours. Àgeing at 130oC

results in a peak yield strength which is 69% higher than

that obtained in the case of alloys aged at 130 oC r,¡ith no

prestrains.

Higher ageing temperatures result in faster
precipitation, as is evident by the shift of yield strength

curves towards shorter ageing times (see Figure 4"6) " A

maximum in the yield strength (-340 MPa) is seen just after
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6 hours of ageing at 190oC. After I hours the material

rapidly overages to give a lower strength (225 MPa) after
1000 hours" Thus, a 10%higher peak strength is obtained on

ageing 50% prestrained aIloy at 190oC compared to 130oC"

Àgeing behaviour of the 75% prestrained material aged at

190'C is shown in Figure 4.5. The initial drop in the yield
strength to -292 MPa is recovered in a short time. Àfter
nearly 30 seconds of ageing the yield strength goes through

a maximum. Prolonged ageing causes a gradual loss in yield
strength and after 1 000 hours the yield strength drops to

-245 MPa" The maximum increase in the peak strength is
-54%, which is similar to the 50% prestrained alloy aged at

1900c"

The ageing time to attain the peak yield strength is
strongly influenced by the amount of prestrain and ageing

temperature. On ageing at 190oC the peak strength is
obtained after 12 hours in undeformed alloy, 6 hours in 50%

prest.rained and 30 seconds in the 75% prestrained a1Ioys.

The undeformed material did not reach peak ageing even after
1 000 hours, whereas the 50% prestrained alIoy required

240-250 hours of ageing at 130oC to achieve the maximum

strength "

The above results are in

investigations of Veitz and Polmear

cold working before artificial

agreement v¡ i th the

[25], who found that

ageing enhanced the
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TABLE 4 " 1

RESULTS OF THE MECHÀNICAL TESTING OF THE
THERMO_MECHANICALLY TREATED ALLOYS

TREATMENT 0.2% vs
( ¡apa )

UTS
(¡rpa )

%ELONGA
_TT ON

TIME TO
REACH
PEAK

STRENGTH

SoIut i on
t reated 46 177 46 "7

SoIut i on
t reated
and room
tempera-
ture aged
for 48hrs 166 248 25"4

Peak aged
at 190oC 225 265 10. 5 12h

Peak aged
at 130 oC 220 280 8"7 1 000h

so/defor
-mat i on 310 330 5"2

ts'/getor
-mat i on 33s 345 4"2

50% prestrained
and Peak aged
at 190"C 340 393 8"5 6h

50% prestrained
and peak aged
at 130oC 373 467 9"7 240h

7S%prestrained
and peak aged
at 190 oC 340 440 9.5 30 sec.

precipitation rate, In the AI-1 "5Cu-4Mg and À1-2Cu-3Mg

alloys, 5% cold work prior to ageing at 190oC increased the
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-39% and 26.3% respectively" They found the

be dependent on alloy composition' amount of

cold work, ageing temperaLure and time. Sen and West [14]

showed 12% increase in A1-3.3Cu-1 .6Mg alloy aftet 50%

prestrain over undeformed alloy. Sugamata et aI [ 1 09] 
'

Tavassoli [104], etc, have also confirmed similar effects on

hardness or tensile strength after TMT. Ductility plots are

also shown in Figures 4"3, 4.4 and 4.5. Unlike the case of

undeformed alloys (figure 4"1 and 4"2), the prestrained

alloys do not exhibit large drops in ductility on the

increase in strength. For the 50% prestrained alloy aged at

130oC, the ductility remains more or less constant. Ageing

at 190oC followed by a 50% prestraining shows a slight

decrease at the peak strength of alloy (ductilitl' reduced

from 10.5% to 8"5% after 6 hours ageing). 75% prestrained

alloy on ageing at 190oC shows nearly a con5tant ductility
(figure 4"5). Thus, it is seen that the value of ductility

obtained in the alloys prestrained compare wel-l with that of

undeformed alloys after ageing (lable 4.1).

MI CROSTRUCTURÄL CHÀRÀCTERI SATT ON

"1 Optical Microscopv

The a1loy which was tested after ageing with no prestrain,

had an initial grain size of -160pm. The specimens to be

rolled 50% and 75% lnad an initial thickness of 3.0 and 4.Smm

respectively. The starting grain size of the solution

4"2

4"2
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treated and water quenched material of 3.Omm and 4. Smrn

thickness were 49"5t 4r¡m and 74"21 8"4sm respectively" The

sorution treated and water guenched alroy lras prestrained

before ageing. À typical opt ical micrograph of a

prestrained alloy is shown in Figure 4"7" The grains of the

sorution treated and water quenched a11oy are pancake shape,

after prestraining they elongate along the rolling
direction.
mic rographs "

No insolubles are observed in the optical
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Figure 4.7: Optical
A1-1 .55Cu-0.75M9

micrograph of
alloy after

the grain refined
50% prestrain
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4"2"2

4"2"2"1

Transmission Electron Microscopv

SoIuLion Treated AIloy

F igure 4.8a and Figure 4 " 8b show typical electron

micrographs of the aIloy after solution treatment and water

quenching to room temperature " No insolubles or

precipitates $¡ere observed in the as-quenched structure. A

Iarge number of dislocation loops and helical dislocations

were observed as shown in the electron micrographs" On

quenching the alloy from solution treatment temperature to

room temperature, the excess vacancíes collapse to form

dislocation loops. Condensation of vacancies on the screw

dislocations gives rise to an appreciable anount of helical
dislocations. Gupta [110] made a similar observation in the

as-quenched structure of the a1loy. He also showed that

these quenched-in-defects become the sites of heterogeneous

nucleation tor S'phase" This observation is also consistent

with the findings of wilson and Patridge t13l " Embury and

Nicholson [111] and Kuhlman-Wilsdorf 11121 have given

details of the formation of dislocation 1oops" They found

that the dislocation loops lie on {110}M planes and act as

nuclei for S'phase.
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Figure 4.8: À bright
treated and

f ield micrograph of the
water quenched alloy

sol-ut i on
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4"2"2"2

Deformed AlIoys

Figures 4 "9 and 4. 10 show the typical electron

microstructure of 50% and 75% deformed aIloy. It is

observed that the cold rolling has resulted in a profuse

recovery has taken place during cold rol1ing. The cells
appear to be elongated along the rolling direction. The

cell walls are not very well defined and there is a high

density of redundant dislocations within the ceIls. For

measurements of cell sizesr ês discussed in the previous

section on experimental procedure, the transverse direction
lras taken as the cell size. Mean cell size alongwith 95%

confidence Iimit value, after different heat treatments is

shown in Figure 4.11" Àfter 50% and 75% cold rolling the

cells were found to be 0.5531 0.055 (95% cL) sm and 0.41 6 t

0"043(9S%CL)¡¡m in size respectively.

An increase in the dislocation density from 104-106 to

10b10-10b13 cm 2 has been reported in the literature on

product ion of di slocations "

dislocation tangles and ce11s,

These micrographs show

which imply that some

41. McEIroy

Fe resulting
that even at

ref inement .

fault energy

of partial

plastic straining of metallic materials [113, 11

and Szkopiak [86] showed 70% col-d rolling of a-

in the production of elongated cells and found

low temperature there is a tendency towards cell
This behaviour is typical of the high stacking

mater ials , where the unextended nature
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Bright field electron micrographs of
after only 50% prestrain

Figure 4.9: the aì.1oy
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*;,;;fu&..'Ì'.

Figure 4"10: Bright f ield electron micrograph of the a11oy
after onì.y 75% prestrain
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dislocations makes the cross-s1ip easy. The uniformly dense

dislocations rearrange themselves to take lov¡ energy

configurations. Thus in aluminium a11oys, which possess

very high stacking fault energy, significant recovery is
observed in the heavily cold rolled structure resulting in

the formation of cell structure.

No precipitation $¡as detected in the 50% and 75% deformed

specimens" However, the heavy deformation may have masked

the strain contrast of GPB zones, if they were present at

al-1"

4.2 "2 "3

Aged AIloys

Ageing of 0%, 50% and 75% prestrained alloys at 130"C and

190oC modifies the microstructure. The aI1oy aged with no

prestraining undergoes Lhe following phase transformations,

as reported by Gupta [110].

(1) Room temperature ageing of the as-quenched

A1-1.53Cu-.75M9 alloy causes formation of GPB zones.

Differential scanning calorímetery (pSC) work shows that GPB

zones are formed by vacancy clustering. These zones are

fully dissolved within 6 hours of ageing at 190oC.

(2) Dissolution of GPB zones is accompanied by precipitation

of S'phase on dislocation loops and helical dislocations.
The S'phase is rod-shaped and lies along <100>M direction.
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The precipitation of S'phase is complete in about 6 hours of

ageing at 190oC and 576 hours at 130oC" Lattice parameter

studies showed that when formed initially the precipitate is

almost completely coherenL with the matrix but as the

precipitates groh' they loose coherency and approach the cell

dimension of the equilibrium S phase. The above results are

consistent with the work of Bagaryatski l36l and Silcock

l12l on the pseudo-binary ÀI-Cu-Mg alloys. I'üilson et aI

[84] also found S'phase growing on (110) planes along <100>M

di rect ion.

A typical diffraction pattern of this aIloy is shown in

Figure a.12(a) with its interpretation in 4 "12(lo) .

Micrographs of the 50% prestrained aIloy after ageing for

different times are shown in Figure 4.13 to 4.17. In the

prestrained alloy GPB zones are not resolved at any stage.

In Figure 4"12 the comparison between the diffraction
pattern of the a1loy and that developed theoritically by

Gupta et al t40l confirms that the precipitating phase is

the orthorhombic S'phase, Dark field micrographs (rigure

4"14 and 4"16) show the rod shaped S'phase lying along <100>M

direction. Despite long ageing times rods do not coalesce

to form lathsr âs reported by WiIson and Patridge t131.

Gupta [110] attributed it to the high (Cu+Mg) concentrations

compared to that used by WiIson and Patridge. Thus the

formation of S' in present work is consistent with the

findings in the pseudo binary A1-Cu-Mg a11oys.
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Precipitate size measurements were done on the specimens

with 0% anð, 50% prestrain followed by ageing at 190oc or
130oc (rigure 4.18 & 4"19) " coarsening of the rods seem Lo

resurt in a very rapid growth along the rength and a very

slow radial growth" The measured lengths of the rods are
plotted against one third exponent of ageing time. From the
figure it can be seen that the data points farr on straight
lines with a good statistical fit for the undeformed alloy
aged at 190oc, 50% deformed alIoy aged at 190oc and 130oc.

These results show that the growth of s' rods forlow the LSW

theory of lattice diffusion growth" The coarsening curve of
the 0% prestrained and aged at 190oc arloy deviates from the
straight line nature at smarl ageing times, Ðsc studies by

Gupta [110] have shown the completion of the precipitation
of S' phase at 190"C after 6 hours of ageing. It is thus
understood Lhat after 5 hours of ageing, precipitation of
s'phase is still taking place in the undeformed alroy
causing a deviation fro¡n the coarsening plot. precipitation
courd not be detected in the initial stages of ageing of
deformed aIloy" Precipitate sizes in the 50% prestrained
alroy on overageing, satisfy the LSW theory. These results
are consistent with the work b1' Cho l24l who also found the

S' precipitates coarsening by Ostwald-ripening.

The growth of S' rods is very rapid when

no prior strain. The rods gro!{ from -BBB

ageing at 190oC from 12 hours to 576 hours.

it is aged with
OÐ

A to -2250A on

50% prestrain
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ref ines the prec ipitates. Coarsen ing aL 1 30 oC i s much

slower t.han at '1 90 oC. The coarsening plots suggest a

precipitate size of only -400À and -1134A, after ageing for

576 hours at 130oC and 190oC respectively. For t.he same

volume fraction, there is a more uniform distribution of

precipitates after prestraining"

Àgeing of the 50% and 75% prestrained alloy at 130oC and

190oC also causes changes in the defect structure of the

material " Annealing at such a temperature of the

prestrained aIIoy leads to mutual annhitation and

rearrangement of dislocations in the cell network. The

thermal energy provided helps the system to move towards a

geometrically ordered, Ìow energy configuration of the

dislocation arrays, resulting in the formation of sharper

subboundaries. Figure 4.20 shows fringes due to dislocation
pile-ups initially on ageing of 75% prestrained alloy. As

shown in Figure 4"11, ageing has resulted in coarsening of

ceI1s. The cells in the 50% prestrained alloy gro$¡ much

bigger at 1 90 oC than at 1 30 oC for all ageing t imes.

Increase in the amount of prestrain to 75% al-so leads to a

finer cell structure as evident from the micrographs. The

cell size in a 50% prestrained alloy after 1 50 hours of

ageing at 1 30 oC and 1 90 oC were f ound to be 0 " 600t 0.040¡rm

and 1 "367 t. 1 35¡rm respect ive1y. On the other hand 144 hours

ot ageing at 190oC of a 75% prestrained alloy produced a

much smal-l-er ce11 size (0.773t"07 6r.rm) " The growth of cells



on ageing is also accompanied

redundant dislocations inside

increasing ageing time cell wal

and structure appeared to have

dislocations wit.hin the cells "

by a gradual

the ce11s.

Is became more

a much smaller
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decrease in
with the

well defined

density of
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Figure 4.1 3:
after 50%

nright fietd
prestraining

electron micrograph of the aÌloy
and ageing for 4 hours at 190"C
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(b)



Bo¡

(c)

Figure 4.14: (a) oiffraction pattern, (b) bright f iel_d
image and (c) a centraL dark fielc image from the (i31) spot

of the 5A% prestrained aIloy after ageing for 6 hours at
190"c
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Figure 4.15:
prestra i ned

Bright fieLd electron
alloy after ageing at

of the 50%
25 hours.

mi c rograph
1 90 oC for





Q1-eLo

(c)

Figure 4.16: (a) oif fraction pattern, (b) brightcentraL fiel-d er-ecrron micrographs from the tílilthe 50% prestrained alloy uit.r ageing at 190.C

f ield (c
spot of

f or 150h
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Figure 4.17: À bright field image
alloy aged at 130"C for

of the 50% prestrained
240 hours.
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Figure 4 .20: Br ight f ield
prestrained alloy aged

el-ectron micrograph of 75%
at .1 90 "C f or 30 seconds
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4.3 STRUCTURE_PROPERTY

In this section the mechanical properties of the alloys are

correlated with their observed microstructures (see section

4"1 and 4"2). Àgeing behaviour of the aIloy with no

prestrain can be characterized by the following conclusions.

(a) Room temperature

alloy caused a 260%

4 "1 \ " This increase

formed in the 25" - 1

ageing for 48 hours of

increase in the yield
is like1y due to GPB

70oC temperature range

the as-quenched

strength (tab1e

zones which are

t1101 .

(b) The precipitation kinetics work of Gupta [110] has shown

that GPB dissolution occurs between 140o 240oC" Àgeing at
190oC decreases the strength initially (figure 4"2) due to

the dissolution of GPB zones" Within 6 hours of ageing at
190oC all GPB zones are dissolved, as supported by DSC

results [110].

(c)rtre increase in the strength of the al1oy after t hour

age i ng at 'l 90 "C i s related to the prec ipi tat i on of S ' phase .

Micrographs at the maximum strength of the alloy (e hours of

ageing at 190oC and 1000 hours at 130oC) show the presence

of S'phase. Thus S'precipitate is the main strengthening

phase of this alloy"

(d) On continuous ageing, the yield strength decreases after
going through a peak vaIue" The microscopic observations

show a rapid coarsening of S' rods (figure 4"19) after the
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precipitation of S' is complete i"e. within 6 hours of

ageing at 190oC. The coarsening of precipitates leads to
coherency losses, Lhus reducing the coherency strains. It
i s 1 i kely that at or near the peak strength the

strengthening mechanism changes. For the small coherent

particles shearing mechanism may be operative. The

particles grovr on ageing and act as strong obstacles" In

this case stress needed to by-pass a glide dislocation is
lower than shearing the particles.

The main characterstics of the ageing curve of the

thermomechanically treated alloy are similar to that of the

al1oy aged without any prior deformation, Here too a single

aEe hardening peak is observed where the presence of S'phase

shov¡s that this is the main strengthening precipitate.
Àpart from the fine distribution of S', dislocation
substructure also contributes to the strength. Following is
the analysis of these ageing curves:

( 1 ) Prestrai

dislocations

substructure "

n by cold rolling introduces a high density of

which recovered to give the dense dislocation
The dislocation substructure and the

redundant dislocations lead to the initial increment in the

strength of material on cold ro1ling. The higher strength

of 75% prestrained alloy compared to 50% is due to smaller

ce1ls and more redundant dislocations (see Table 4"1 and

Figure 4 "9 and 4. 10 ) .
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(2) Ageing of the alloy after prestrain initially causes a

decrease in yield and tensile strengths. SecLion 4.2.2 has

shown that ageing at 130oC and 190oC gradually reduces the

redundant dislocations and also increases the ce11 size"

The reduction of cell size lowers the strength, as discussed

in section 2"5"2" A decrease in the redundant dislocations

density would weaken the ce11-centers, thus further reducing

the strength. Therefore, both of these factors are

responsible for the observed reduction in strength"

(3) On continued ageing, the strength of the material

increases and goes through a peak" The presence of S'phase

provides additional strengthening by acting as obstacles to

the glide dislocations. Moreover, nucleation of S'phase on

the dislocations stablises the substructure and helps

maintain the contribution of the substructure strengthening"

(4) On overageing, the strength decreases rapidly" This

part of the ageing curve corresponds to the increase in

precipitate and ceIl-sizes. The reduction in the number of

redundant dislocations is also observed in the electron

micrographs of specimens aged at 190oC after 50% prestrain

for 4 hours, 6 hours, 25 hours and 150 hours (rigures 4.13,

4"14, 4.15 and 4"16) " The combined effect of these three

factors results in a net lowering of strength beyond the

optimum ageing time.
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The ef f ect. of ageing t,emperature can be seen by comparing

the ageing curves of specimens 50% prestrained followed by

faster reaction rate at higher temperaLure. The cells grovr

more rapidty (figure 4"11) and precipitates coarsen at a

faster rate at 190oC (rigure 4"19) as compared to 130oC

ageing. The optimum peak strength is slightly higher at
1 30 oC. Micrographs show that at peak strength a f iner
precipitation is observed at 130oC than 190oC, and also the

dislocations are more dense (figure 4.14 and 4"17) 
"

fncrease in the amount of prestrain from 50% to 75%

followed by ageing at 190oC shows a further increase in

reaction rate. At the peak strengths, the 75% prestrained

alloy shows a very fine dispersion of S'phase, while in 50%

prestrained alloy the distribution is much coarser. Large

amount of redundant dislocations which are not annealed out,

are likely to be responsible for peak strength at 30 seconds

in the specimens 75% prestrained and aged at 190oC.

ageing aL 1 30oC and 1 90oC"

achieve peak strengths from 240

(5) The uniform distribution
prestrained and aged alloy
ductility.

The shifts in the Lime to

hours to 6 hours exhibits a

the S' precipitates in the

also related to its high

of

is
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4.4 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE STRENGTHENING

To investigate t.he individual contributions of precipitat.es

and defect substructure to the overall strength of the

thermomechanically treated aIIoy, Lhe following approach was

chosen. The alloy aged at 190"C without any prestrain, in

which the strengthening is only due to the precipitation of

S'phase, is used to deduce the contribution of precipitation

strengthening in the aIIoy aged at 1 90oC after 50%

prestrain" This approach is based on the assumption that

the deformation mechanism remains the same in the two

materials of similar precipitate sizes, provided the vol-ume

fraction of S'phase is the same in both" Attention is paid

only to the structure after the peak strength is attained in

the thermomechanically treated alloy, because r for the

material in the underaged condition the precipitates are too

small to be resolved in the deformed matrix"

The ÐSC results of Gupta [110] have confirmed that Lhe

precipitation of S'phase is complete in the very initial

stages of ageing" Further ageing increases the size of the

precipitates without changing their amount in the system.

The coarsening behaviour of the S'precipitates formed in the

alloy with no prestrain, after ageing at 190oC is shown in

Figure 4.18 as a plot of length of the precipitate rods

versus ageing time.



solution treatment and waLer quenching (figure 4 "1) is

correlated to the measured precipitate sizes in Figure 4.21.

Increase in the precipitate size increases the yield
strength rapidly to a peak value, which gradually falls down

thereafter. For the precipitate sizes obtained after 50%

prestrain and ageing at 1 90oC the corresponding yield

strength values are obtained from Figure 4"21 " These values

of yield strengthr âs plotted against ageing time in curve

II of Figure 4.22 give the contribution of precipitation
harden i ng to the total st rengthen i ng of the

thermomechanically treated aIloy"

The effect of substructure size on flow stress has been

studied for pure aluminium by several authors. McElroy and

Szkopiak l86l have compiled the data in their review article
on mechanical-thermal treatments " To f ind out the

contribution of substructure strengthening in the 50%

prestrained and aged alloy, data of Hansen t93l is utilised.
He estimated the flow stress by Hall-petch relation

o = oo + krd-tfz

The

where oo

are found

For the

treated a

used to

92

yield sLrength of the alloy aged at 190oC after

(4.1)

and ks are constants" For

to be -29 " 5 ¡¿N/m2 and 0 " C9

ceIl sizes obtained in

Iloy, these values of Hal

calculate the substructure

pure aluminium oo and ks

¡n¡/m 312 respectively.

the therrnomechanically

l-Petch parameters are

strengthening" The
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4 "22results of the cal-culations
(Curve I ) .

are plotted Ín F i gure

For the cases when the kinetics of dislocation glide is
influenced by a variety of mechanisms, several superposition

rules have been proposed in the past. Kocks t80l proposed

that linear superposition of strengths is plausible for the

case when one of contributions is from precipitates. To

calculate net strength of the alloy in the present

investigation, it is assumed that the precipitation and

subsLructure strengthening are Iinearly additive. In Figure

4.22 curve I and II are added to obtain curve B which gives

the net qontribution of precipitation and substructure

hardening" Figure 4"22 also shows the ageing curve (Curve

À) of 50% prestrained alloy aged at 190oC. From this figure
it can be seen that the derived curve B underestimates the

strength in the initial part of the ageing. The difference
between the curves A and B decreases as ageing time is
increased. Microstructural features of the alloy discussed

in section 4"2"2 have shown that there is a high density of

redundant dislocations in the a1loy after prestraining which

reduces gradually with ageing" The differences in the

magnitudes of curves À and B can thus be explained on the

basis that the substructure strengthening curve I of Figure

4 "22 did noL take into account the influence of redundant

dislocations. The values of oo and ks used to derive curve

I, ï¡ere obtained from Hansens data on high temperature
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deformed alloys, where

annhilated, In the ageing

ageing time the redundant

derived curve B approaches

A"
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redundant dislocat.ions are

curve (curve A) with increasing

dislocations annhilate and the

the experimentally obtained curve
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Chapter V

SUMMÀRY AND CONCLUSÏONS

(1 ) In A1-1.55Cu-.75M9 aIloy, ageing of the solution treated

and water quenched spec imens at 130 oC and '1 90 oC resulted in

an age hardening peak. The peak strength val-ues af t.er 130"C

and 190oC ageing shov¡ed a 33% and 36% increase compared to

the only solution treated, water quenched and room

temperature stabilised specimens"

) ageing at higher temperature i.e. '190oC, caused a shift

the age hardening peak to a shorter ageing time.

(3) Prestraining specimens before ageing resulted in a

further increase in the strength values. The 50%

presLrained specimens on ageing at 130oC and 190oC showed a

69% anð. 51% increase in the peak strength values over the

only solution Lreated and peak aged alloys. The 75%

prestrained aIloy on ageing at 190oC also showed a 51%

increase in its peak strength"

(4) I^lith the increase in the amount of prestrain, the age

hardening peak shifted to the shorter ageing Limes"

(5) Solution treated and quenched aIloy showed the presence

of dislocation loops and helical dislocations" The peak in

all the ageing curves vrere observed to be associated with

97-



S'phase
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t.he ma i nisthe rod shaped S'phase, hence

strengthening phase in this system"

(6) The prestrained aIloys on ageing showed the formation of

dislocation substructures" The S'precipitates r.Iere refined

in these prestrained and aged alloys. It is concluded that

a fine dispersion of S'phase, cell subsLructure and a high

density of redundant dislocations lead to the maximum

strengthening of the a11oy.

(7) After the completion of the precipitation of S'phase on

ageing, coarsening starts to take p1ace" Coarsening of S'

rods follows the LSW theory. By prestraining the aIloys a

refined precipitate morphology and a lower coarsening rate

was observed.

( I ) In a thermomechanically treated alIoy the two

strengthening mechanisrns i.e" precipitation hardening and

substructure strengthening appear to be additive" Redundant

dislocations seem to play an important role in further
enhancing the strength of the aIIoy, a quantitative estimate

of which could not be carried out in this investigation.
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